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Welcome
To succeed at SIEM, you must buy the tools, grow
the people and mature the processes. This requires
skill and discipline, all too rare in the typical
medium enterprise. Not surprisingly, these are the
very same reasons why SIEM implementations fail
to deliver value. This paper presents an “outputdriven” and structured approach designed to let
you get value from your investment. We also
discuss when to support SIEM with services

“You can buy a SIEM
tool but you cannot buy
a security monitoring
capability.”
– Gartner Security & Risk
Management Summit 2014

SIEM differs from broad scope log management
which is usually aimed at general system
troubleshooting or incident response support.
While EventTracker can do both, an output-driven
approach requires that you admit data into the
solution only when you have a clear understanding
of its utility and presentation. This approach avoids
the common implementer’s dilemma of “now
I have all this data, the SIEM is very slow and
unusable”.
While there is a greater awareness of both security
and compliance needs by upper management, the
reality on the ground of a typical IT Department
is a lack of skilled resources and a limit on hiring
and retention. For mid-size enterprises with several
hundred employees, IT security is a constant
struggle. They are frequently targeted by hackers
who want sensitive information they have, yet are
hampered by lack of a budget or manpower for
dedicated IT Security. Hackers are highly motivated
to monetize their efforts and will cheerfully pick
the lowest hanging fruit they can get, leaving the
limited IT staff of these companies in a constant
state of fighting fires and limited to only keeping
things operational while on a tight budget.

Supporting SIEM
with services is
attractive in cases
where the IT team
does not have the
necessary expertise
in house but is
subject to attacks
and faces regulatory
compliance
pressures. SIEM
technology can also
deliver operational benefits as an added plus.
The buyer gets sophisticated technology that
can be customized to their specific needs, and
delivered by experts, and yet at a price point
that is far more palatable than the do-it-yourself
approach. In return, some degree of sovereignty
in a specialist area is lost to the outsourcer.
When the advantages of security and cost savings
are understood, using services to support SIEM
implementations becomes attractive.
The first section of this newsletter is “SIEM
Architecture and Operational Processes” a Gartner
presentation that was delivered at the 2014
Security & Risk Management Summit which
describes how to plan, deploy and expand a SIEM
solution and what key processes and practices are
needed for success. It is followed by a description
of our SIEM Simplified offering, which uses these
techniques every day for our customers. The goal is
to help you realize value from a well-designed and
managed SIEM implementation.
Best Regards,
A. Ananth
President
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Gartner’s Security & Risk Management Summit

SIEM Architecture and Operational Processes
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How to plan for a SIEM deployment?How to deploy and expand your SIEM
architecture?What key processes and practices are needed for a successful SIEM
implementation?

Security information and event management (SIEM) is a key technology that
provides security visibility, but it suffers from challenges with operational
deployments. This presentation will reveal a guidance framework offers a
structured approach for architecting and running an SIEM deployment at a large
enterprise or evolving a stalled deployment.
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What it solves: SIEM technology delivers security event management (SEM), which
supports threat management and security incident response through collection and
analysis of security events from a wide variety of data sources in real time. It also
delivers security information management (SIM), which provides log management and
analysis functions in support of security policy compliance monitoring and incident
investigation through analysis of and reporting on historical data from these sources.
The core capabilities of SIEM technology are the broad scope of event collection and
the ability to correlate events across disparate information sources. The technology is
typically deployed to monitor:
• External threats
• Server and database resource access (if DAM tools are not deployed)
• User activity across multiple systems and applications
How it works: SIEM technology aggregates and analyzes the event data produced
by devices, systems and applications. The primary data source is log data, but SIEM
technology can also process other forms of data. The data is normalized so that events
from disparate sources can be correlated and analyzed according to rule sets designed
for specific purposes, such as network security event monitoring or user activity
monitoring.
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Emerging use cases, required capabilities and data sources:
• User activity monitoring is a common requirement for many emerging use cases
(for example, breach detection, fraud detection). Capabilities needed to support the
requirement include integration with identity and access management infrastructure
and the user context in correlation, analytics and reporting.
• Application activity monitoring is important, because application weaknesses are
frequently exploited in targeted attacks, and abnormal application activity may be
the only signal of a successful breach or of fraudulent activity. The ability to parse
activity streams from packaged applications enables application layer monitoring for
those components, and the ability to define and parse activity streams for custom
applications enables application layer monitoring for in-house-developed applications.
• Data context is needed to discover incidents that involve sensitive data. Integration
with DLP technology and the inclusion of data context in correlation, analytics and
reporting are required capabilities.
• Early attack detection requires recognition of a change from the normal pattern of user
activity, application activity or data access. Traditional correlation rules need to be
augmented with approaches that establish a baseline of normal activity and alert on
deviations.
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Logging Policy
In any approach, having a log policy and enabling logging on production log sources that
feed into an SIEM — whether just for collection or for real-time monitoring — is an obvious
prerequisite. Log policy will likely be determined by the use cases as well, even though there will
be some baseline log settings set to “on” by default (such as logins/logouts on Unix systems,
failed connections through firewalls and IDS/IPS alerts).
In some cases, turning extensive logging on will increase the load on the production servers to
the point that the application may slow down. Such cases may require new hardware, which will
increase the time to get logging enabled. Relational databases are one common example of a
system where logging may affect performance.
Implementing the logging policy and configuring systems for logging requires the cooperation
of system owners and operators. In cases of common platforms and devices, such as Windows
and Cisco routers, the configuration changes needed will be straightforward and well-covered
in documentation. For custom applications and enterprise ERP applications, the effort will be
much more involved. For example, specific ERP system logging configuration may well contradict
existing operational processes and need to be negotiated with the team that operates the system.
There is also a common sequence for log source integrations. It should not be considered the
“best practice” because log sources should be integrated based on the needs and enterprise use
cases for SIEM.
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Based on an example organization, here is how an SIEM deployment may proceed:
The initial use case is selected based on compliance mandates, risk assessment, threat
catalog or other factors. Some common use cases are presented in this document.
A scope of needed data collection is finalized.
Log sources that are in scope are configured to send the data into an SIEM system (some log
sources are configured so the SIEM system can retrieve data from them).
Prepare SIEM content (e.g., reports, rules and dashboards) to be used.
Define operational processes specific to this use case (if any).
Refine the content until the capability is operational.
Start work on the next use case.
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A lot of aspiring SIEM users are looking for “top use cases” to implement. Of course, the
honest answer to “What are the best SIEM use cases?” must always be “it depends on your
risks and priorities” (and your threat assessment), but in fact one may be able to identify
the popular use cases, implemented successfully by many. Before I get to them, I want to
once again say: you need to do what YOU need to do, not necessarily what your peers are
doing.
With that that long preface, here are some of the common SIEM use cases that would
make my “top list”:
Authentication tracking and account compromise detection; admin and user
tracking [this is the very use case that I detail in that post]
Compromised- and infected-system tracking; malware detection by using outbound
firewall logs, NIPS alerts and Web proxy logs, as well as internal connectivity logs,
network flows, etc
Validating intrusion detection system/intrusion prevention system (IDS/IPS)
alerts by using vulnerability data and other context data about the assets collected in
theSIEM [while some say “this is so 2002,” this use case is still here in its modern form of
using SIEM for “context-enabling” various alerts]
Monitoring for suspicious outbound connectivity and data transfers by using firewall
logs, Web proxy logs and network flows; detecting exfiltration and other suspicious
external connectivity
Tracking system changes and other administrative actions across internal systems and
matching them to allowed policy; detecting violations of various internal policies, etc
[and, yes, even the classic “root access from an unknown IP in a foreign country at 3AM,
leading to system changes” sits here as well]
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Tracking of Web application attacks and their consequences by using Web server, WAF and application
server logs; detecting attempts to compromise and abuse Web applications by combining logs from
different components.
Note that I am leaving the use cases around log search (“type an IP, see logs from all systems related
to it”) and basic incident investigations aside, because, frankly, they don’t really require a SIEM – a
nice indexed pile of logs would do.
What makes them the top starter use cases? Reasons include:
The necessary logs are easy to collect; they are supported by most SIEM tools [normalized and categorized
for easy correlation]
Canned rules are often included in top products to enable these with minimal site customization
Easy analysis of alerts requires only basic SIEM operational processes
Using SIEM for these “clear and present” dangers has value for most organizations
These allow the SIEM operators to learn and gain experience and then go do more fun things with
their SIEM
The same template can be used to document all these use cases — but I am leaving it as an exercise to
the reader [or maybe for later GTP SIEM papers]
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Additional Architecture Questions to Be Answered During Deployment
Organizations should be asking themselves additional questions while deploying their SIEM architectures:
Where should we use agents versus agentless collection of log and context data (if there is a choice)?
What collector form factor (appliance, software, virtual image) should we use? How many collectors? Which
collector types?
How do we decide which log sources go into which collector if there are many collectors per site?
How do we deal with super-high volume and super-low volume log sources?
How do we architect log collection around network architecture boundaries, such as zones and access
control lists (ACLs)? Specifically, how do we run demilitarized zone (DMZ) log collection?
Is there a separate audit zone in network security architecture?
Can correlation be distributed? Tiered? How can storage be distributed across sites?
What is being stored: structured data, unstructured data or both? Can many data stores of structured or
unstructured data be queried from one place?
What do we do if any particular component is overwhelmed?
How will redundancy be architected?
What network architecture constraints (such as connectivity and link bandwidth) are in place and how do
we work around them for log data transport?
How do we deal with other external constraints on architecture: firewall rules, security policy, available
servers and user population?
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Output-Driven SIEM Planning
“Output-driven SIEM” simply means deploying a security information and event management tool in
such a way that nothing comes into the SIEM unless and until there is a clear knowledge of how it will
be utilized and/or presented. Thus, only existing/planned reports, visuals, alerts, dashboards, profiling
algorithms, context fusion and so on can make an SIEM implementer “open the floodgates” and admit a
particular log type into the tool. If a process exists outside of an SIEM tool that will make use of the SIEM
data, then that qualifies as well.
With that model of SIEM, the “what if we need it someday?” argument does not work — such log entries
can be easily and cheaply collected by a log management tool. The use-case-driven collection does not
preclude, but facilitates analysis because the SIEM tool stays at its optimum performance level without
incurring excessive hardware costs.
In this model, goals drive tool requirements, requirements drive use cases and use cases drive
functionality and collection scope. This model as well-known and effective as it is, is sadly uncommon
among the organizations deploying SIEM tools today. Customers often ask the vendor field engineers and
consultants “Now that we have all this data [and now that our SIEM is very slow], how do we use it?” is
much more common — and much less productive because many SIEM projects never move beyond that
stage, even after many years of operation.
This is dramatically different from an approach one should take with broad-scope log management, which
is aimed at general system troubleshooting or incident response support. This is an area where differences
between SIEM, which focuses on security monitoring, and broad scope log management, which focuses
on collecting all the logs for various reasons, manifests themselves. Log management technology benefits
from an “input-driven” approach, and getting every possible bit of data in would be admirable. However,
doing the same with an SIEM is a great way to turn a deployment into a quivering, jumbled mess of barely
performing components and a plethora of useless data.
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Essential SIEM processes can be categorized based on a use case type:
Use-case-independent processes are mandatory for all SIEM deployments.
Compliance use case processes are necessary for those using their SIEM tool for regulatory
compliance.
Security use case processes are compulsory for SIEM deployments that are utilized for
information security.
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Planning, implementing and operating an SIEM tool at a large enterprise or
a large government agency is an involved project that requires skilled and
dedicated personnel, well-thought-out plans, and political and communication
abilities. The process is understandably fraught with many risks and pitfalls. In
fact, many large deployments have succumbed to these pitfalls, and their SIEM
tools failed to deliver value to the organization.
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The “plan strategically, deploy tactically” mantra sometimes results in SIEM architectures that
are hard to expand and grow. Still, for many organizations, it is better to have an SIEM solution
that has trouble growing than an SIEMone that never gets fully deployed due to loading the
initial phase with too many goals.
SIEM architecture determines performance and flexibility, but the ultimate success of an SIEM
program is often determined more by operational processes than by its architecture or specific
tool choice.
SIEM can perform few functions without specific content developed (or tuned) based on the
organization’s requirements. Content architecture is just as essential as network architecture
for an SIEM solution.
Defining scope and objectives, broad use cases (such as compliance or security monitoring)
and ultimately specific use cases (such as Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard [PCI
DSS] server log review or monitoring Web servers for attacks) presents truly one of the most
critical tasks in the entire SIEM process.
A good approach to use is an “output-driven SIEM,” which simply means deploying an SIEM
tool in such a way that nothing comes into an SIEM unless and until there is a clear knowledge
of how it would be utilized and/or presented.

Gartner’s Security & Risk Management Summit, June 23-26, 2014
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SIEM Simplified
Your need: complete coverage, zero hassle
Barriers to the effective implementation of a SIEM and log management solution include a lack of indepth knowledge, and insufficient time or resources to effectively extract the actionable information
concerning the IT infrastructure. Monitoring all the log sources in your IT environment is a time-consuming
task, even with a SIEM or log management solution. Sifting through hundreds of incidents a day pulled
from millions of logs and dozens of reports requires discipline, patience and expertise. How can you this do
this effectively at reasonable cost?

Your Solution: SIEM Simplified(SM)
SIEM Simplified is our professional services engagement
to enhance the value of the EventTracker Enterprise and
EventTracker Security Center products. Our experienced
staff assumes responsibility for all SIEM related tasks
including daily incident reviews, daily/weekly log reviews,
configuration assessments, incident investigation support
and audit support. We augment your IT team, allowing
you to remain focused on the unique requirements of your
enterprise while actively leveraging our expertise. Our team
includes experts in various technologies including Windows,
Cisco, VMware, Checkpoint and many security solutions such
as Snort, McAfee, Imperva etc.

How it works
Step 1: EventTracker
is installed, either on
your premises or in
a tier-1 datacenter
and configured to
monitor your IT assets.
The installation can
be dedicated and
customized to your
specific needs.
Step 2: Once
the installation is
complete, staff at the
EventTracker Control
Center (ECC), based in
Columbia, Maryland
are granted limited,
audited access to
only the instance of
EventTracker. No other
access to any other IT assets is required or expected.
Step 3: We work with you to define an alert response procedure which covers, when, why, who and how
ECC staff should escalate incidents to your attention.
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Step 4: ECC staff begin monitoring your IT assets, providing daily log reviews, escalating incidents per
procedure and maintaining the EventTracker installation in top working order. They are also available to
answer any ad-hoc questions or provide support for incident review, audit assistance etc.
Step 5: We conduct quarterly assessments of the service with key members of your team to continuously
improve the process and stay abreast of any changes to your environment.

Benefits

Features
Component of these services are customized to fit your requirements and may include:
Daily Incident Review
Our expert staff review the incidents prioritized by the EventTracker Knowledge Packs for patterns that
merit escalation to your IT staff. A defined Incident Response Procedure is used for notification and
escalation. Automated 24×7 processes are also used to notify the EventTracker Control Center staff.
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Daily/Weekly Log Review
Our expert staff work with you and your auditor to determine the list of reports that need to be run and
reviewed daily and weekly. This is determined by the applicable regulatory and/or internal policy. ECC
staff review the daily and weekly generated reports and annotate them to indicate that the review was
performed. Any anomalies are notified to the relevant person on your team for remediation. This closed
loop guarantees compliance and tight security.
Weekly Configuration Assessment Review
A review of the configuration of systems and applications against best-practice templates specified by
external standards such as Microsoft, NIST, DISA or an auditor. Findings from this process result in a list
of gaps (mis-configurations) and result in a remediation plan. This process also includes a comparison of
system configuration with compliance objectives.
Incident Investigation
We provide support to an enterprise currently engaged in dealing with a security incident. We will assist in
the review of logs and other security information archived by EventTracker to determine what activity has
actually occurred. We conduct a forensic analysis of patterns to determine weakness and possible path of
exploit. This results in recommendations for remediation to deny such attacks in the future. This service is
available on a contracting (i.e., ongoing) basis or consulting (single incident) basis.
Audit Assistance
We provide support enterprises engaged in dealing with IT Audits. We will assist reviewing logs and other
security information archived by EventTracker and respond to questions from the Auditor. We can provide
the Plan of Action and Milestones (POAM) response to any deficiencies and follow through as required.
This service is available on a contracting (i.e., ongoing) basis or a consulting (single episode) basis.
Source: EventTracker
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